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NRC DOCKER 50-321
OPERATING LICENSE DPR-57

EIWIN I. HA'ICH NUCLFAR PIANT LNIT 1
PROIOSED CHANGE 'IO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DE mrION OF DEFINITION EOR "CLMJLATIVE DOWTIME"

Gentlemen:

In accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.90 as req 11 red by 10 CFR
50.59 (c) (1) , Georgia Ibwer Company hereby proposes an ameixhent to the
Technical Specifications (Appendix A to Operating License DPR-57) .

The proposed amendment would delete the definition for "Omulative
Downtime" from the Definitions and Bases sections of the Hatch Unit 1
Technical Specificatiotes. This definition is not contained in the Hatch
Unit 2 Technical Specifications or in BWR standard Technical
Specifications. The definition is not applied in the body of the 'Ibchnical
Specifications. Reference to this definition appears only in the Baties to
section 3.5.F.3. Since the definition appears only in the Bases, which,
according to 10 CFR 50.36 (a) are not considered a part of the 'Iwchnical

We do notSpecifications, it is not our practice to apply the definition.
use the concept of Q1m11ative Downtime as a safety criterion and are unaware
of its use by other licensees.

The presence of this urused definition is a source of confusion for
Weoperators being trained and tested on Technical Specification knowledge.

therefore reglest that the definition be deleted from the Definitions
section and that the reference be removed from the Bases.

The Bases alrrently listed in the Technical Specifications as applying
Since this Bases

to section 3.5.F.3 should instead reference section 3.5.G.section is being amended as explained above, we also req 2est that the
section reference be corrected.

'Ihe Plant Review Board and Safety Review Board have reviewed the
proposed change and determined that it does not involve an unreviewed safety
alestion. Since it is not our practice to invoke this definition, its
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deletion is essentially administrative in nature. Probabilities and
consequences of analyzed accidents will not be affected by this change. No
new types of accidents will be created since plant operation is unaffected.
The margin of safety as defined in the Technical Specifications is not
affected by this change.

Attachment 1 details our determination that the proposed change will not
involve a significant hazards consideration. Payment of filing fee is
enclosed.

R1rsuant to the req 11rements of 10 GR 50.91, Mr. J. L. Ledbetter of the
Environmental Protection Division of the Georgia Department of Natural
Resources will be sent a copy of this letter and all applicable
attachments.

J. T. Beckham, Jr. states that he is Vice President of Georgia Power Conpany
and is althorized to execute this oath on behalf of Georgia Power Company,
and that to the best of his knowledge and belief the facts set forth in this
letter are true.

GEDIGIA PO9ER CDMPANY

By: -

J. T. Beckham, Jr.'

)g and subscribed bgore me this lith ~ day of Jaruary,1985.
Sworn

///d K lh Netary Public, Georgia, State at large
/ 4 / V;- dE uv nemienn Exoires Sect. 18.1987

' ' Notary R161ic

REB /

Encloalre

xc: H. C. Nix, Jr.
Senior Resident Inspector
J. P. O'Reilly, (NRC-Region II)
J. L. Iedbetter
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ENCIDSURE 1

NRC DOCKET 50-321
OPERATING LICENSE DPR-57.

EININ I. HAICH NUCIEAR PLANP LNIT 1
DEIEfION OF DEFINITION IOR "CIMHATIVE DOWrIIE"

R1rsuant to 10 CFR 50.92, Georgia Power Conpany has evaluated the
attached proposed amendment for plant Hatch Unit 1 and has determined that

,

its adoption would not involve a significant hazard. %e basis for this
determination is as follows:

PROPOSED CHANGE

Delete definition of "Q1milative Downtime" from the defintions section
and bases for 3.5.F.3

BASIS
1

This change does not increase the probability of occirrence or the
conseglences of any accident analyzed in the FSAR since plant operation
is not affected. It has not been our practice to use this definition
since it does not appear in the - body of the Technical Specifications.
Therefore, its deletion will have no effect on plant operations. %e
urused definition is being removed beca1se it is a potential source of

j confusion. No new types of accidents are created. %e margin of safety
as defined in the Technical Specifications is not affected by the
proposed change. %is change is most consistent with Itan (I) of
" Examples of Amendments That Are Cbnsidered Not Likely To Insolve
Significant Hazards Considerations" as listed on Page 14870 of the,

Federal-Register, April 6,1983.

PROPCSED CHANGE
F
l Change Bases 3.5.F.3 to correctly reference section 3.5.G.

BASIS

%is change is administrative ' in nature and has no effect on plant
operation. Probabilities and conseglences of analyzed accidents are not
'affected. No new types of accidents are created. %e margin of safety
as defined in the Technical Specifications is - not affected by the:
proposed change. %is change is most consistent with Item (I) of
" Examples of Amendments %at Are Considered Not Likely To Intelte|

! Significant Hazards Considerations" as listed on Page 14870 of the
! Federal Register, April 6,1983.
i

;
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DCIOSURE 2
,

NBC DOG ET 50-321 .

OPERATING LICENSE DPR-57
EIWIN I. HA'ICH 10CIEAR PLANT (NIT 1*

PROPOSED CHANGE 'IO TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

- The proposed change to Technical Specifications (Appendix A to Operating
License DPR-57) waald be incorporated as follows:

Remove Page Insert Page

1.0-7 1.0-7
i 3.5-18 3.5-18
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F.1. iwnnal System Availability (contirued)

Specification 3.6. states the req 11rements for the presaire relief
function of the valves. It is possible for any mmber of the valtes
assigned to the ADS to be incapable of performing their ADS functions
beca2se of instrumentation failures yet be fully capable of performing
their presaire relief function.

Because the aitomatic depresairization system does not provide makeup
to the reactor primary vessel, no credit is taken for the steam
coolirg of the core calsed by the system actuation, to provide further
conservatism to the Core Standby Coolirg Systens.

2. Operation with Inoperable Conponents

With one ADS valve known to be incapable of mitomatic operation, . six
valves remain operable to perform their ADS function. However, since
the E03 Ioss of Cbolant Accident analysis for anall line breaks
asalmed that all seven ADS valves were operable, reactor operation
with one ADS valte, inoperable is only allowed to contiue for seven (7)
days provided that the HPCI system is demonstrated to be operable and
that the actuation logic .for the (remaining) . six ADS values is
demonstrated to be operable.

'

G. Mininum Core and Containment (boling Systems Availabil'ity

%e purpose of this - Specification is to assure that adentate core
cooling egipment -is 'available at all times. If, for exanple, one core
spray loop were out of service and the diesel which powered the
opposite core spray loop were out of service, only 2 RHR pucps would
be available. Specification 3.9 nust also be cons 21ted to determine
other realirements for the diesel generators. ,

This Specification establishes conditions for the performance of major
maintenance, alch as draining. of the alppression pool, %e
availability of the shitdown cooling albsystem of the RHR system and
-the RHR service water system enaire aieelate supplies of reactor
cooling and emergency makeup water when the reactor is in the Cold
Shitdown condition. In addition this specification provides that,
should major maintenance be performed, no work will be performed which
cn11d lead to draining the water from the reactor sessel.

3.5-18
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MM. Mininum Critical Power Ratio (M) - Mininum Critical Power Ratio
(ICPR) is the value of the critical power ratio associated with the
most limitirg assembly in the reactor core. Critical Power Ratio (CPR)
is the ratio of that power in a fuel assembly, which is calculated to
ca2se some point in the assembly to experience boiling transition, to
the actual assembly operating power

NN. Trip System - A trip system means an arrangement of instrument channel
trip signals and auxiliary eo2ipment recuired to initiate action to
accomplish a protective function. A trip system may recuire one or
more instrument channel trip signals related to one or more plant
parameters in order to initiate trip system action. Initiation of
protective action may recuire the tripping of a sirgle trip system or
the coincident tripping of two trip systems

00. (Deleted)

PP. Fire Sappression Water System - A Fire &ppression Water Sys".em shall
consist of: water storage tanks, pumps, and distritution piping with
associated sectionalizing control or isolation valves, &ch valves
include yard hydrant curb valves, and the first valve ahead of the
water flow alarm device on each sprinkler, hose stand pipe or spray
system riser.

QQ. Channel Calibration - A Channel Calibration is the adjustment, as
necessary, of the channel ou tpat alch that it responds with the
necessary range and accuracy to known values of the parameter which the
channel monitors. The Channel Calibration shall encompass the entire
channel including the sensor and alarm and/or trip functions, and shall
include the Channel mnctional 'Ibst. The Channel Calibration may be
performed by any series of secnential, overlapping or total channel
steps such that the entire channel is calibrated.

RR. Channel Wctional Test - A Channel Wnctional Test shall be:

a. Analog Channels - the injection of a sinulated signal ~ into the
channel as close to the primary sensor as practicable to verify
operability including alarm and/or trip functions,

b. Bistable Gannels - the injection of a sinulated signal into the
channel sensor to verify operability includiry ' alarm and/or trip
functions.

SS. Fraction of Limiting Powr Density (FLPD) -the ratio of the linear heat
generation rate (LHGR) existing at a given lowcation to the design MGR
for the tundle type. Design LHGRs are 18.5 KW/ft for 7x7 tundles and
13.4 KW/ft for 8x8 tundles.

TT. Core Maxinum Fraction of Limiting Power Density (CMFLPD) - the GFLPD
is the higtest value existing in the core of the FLPD.

1.0-7
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